2.2

Constrained Hamiltonian Systems

Many interesting physical systems which admit a Lagrangian description are characterised
by so-called degenerate Lagrangians, i.e. the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian w.r.t. the
velocities is degenerate. This is in fact the case of all fundamental interactions, including
gravity. For such systems, the Legendre transformation is not invertible and, passing at
the Hamiltonian description, this implies the existence of constraints providing functional
relations between the canonical variables. A canonical formulation of the dynamics would
then require to appropriately take into account the constraints. This can be done by
following the so-called Dirac algorithm for constrained systems [8, 9], which we will briefly
review in this section. Other references for the topic including excellent reviews are [10–13]
(as well as [5, 6] for a modern geometric description including a Lagrangian counterpart of
the constraint algorithm). We refer to them for those technical details that will be omitted
here for brevity.
2.2.1

Singular Lagrangians and Dirac’s Algorithm

The discussion of Sec. 2.1 was based on the assumption of the Lagrangian function to be
2
regular, that is the associated Hessian matrix @ q̇@i @Lq̇j was assumed to be non singular. Such
a regularity assumption has profound consequences both on the description of the dynamics
on T Q and on T ⇤ Q, as well as on the transition from one description to the other. Indeed,
as we have seen at the beginning of the Chapter, in the case of regular Lagrangians, the
Legendre map (2.10) provides a (local) diﬀeomorphism between T Q and T ⇤ Q or in other
words, each point (q i , q̇ i ) 2 T Q is mapped to a unique point (q i , pi ) 2 T ⇤ Q and vice-versa.
This means that we are able to invert the map F L to express all the velocities q̇ i (hence
the accelerations q̈ i ) in terms of the canonical momenta pi and generalized coordinates q i .
This essentially encodes the equivalence between Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics
in the sense that we can visualize the dynamical trajectories either as integral curves of the
⇤
Euler-Lagrange equations in T Q or as solutions of the Hamilton⇣equations
⌘ in T ⇣Q. ⌘
2
Let us consider now the case of a degenerate Lagrangian, i.e. det @ q̇@i @Lq̇j = det @@pq̇ji = 0.
In other words, now the Hessian matrix has less than maximum rank, namely
✓ 2 ◆
@ L
rank
=K<N .
(2.28)
@ q̇ i @ q̇ j

At the Lagrangian level, this means that the Euler-Lagrange equations are unable to
uniquely determine the accelerations q̈ as functions of q and q̇. At the canonical level,
this implies that the q’s and p’s are not all independent as locally only K of the N momenta pi = @@L
can be inverted to express the velocities q̇ i in terms of q and p. Therefore,
q̇ i
in this case, there are only N + K independent phase space variables and the Legendre
transformation identifies a (N + K)-dimensional subspace ⌃0 of the 2N -dimensional phase
space defined by (N K) functionally independent relations
'↵ (q, p) = 0

,

↵ = 1, . . . , N

K,

(2.29)

called primary constraints. Therefore, in the singular case, the Legendre map F L is not
a diﬀeomorphism as its range is not the whole of T ⇤ Q but only a (N + K)-dimensional
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submanifold ⌃0 of the phase space P = T ⇤ Q, i.e.

@L
F L : T Q 3 (q i , q̇ i ) 7 ! (q i , pi = i ) 2 ⌃0 ⇢ T ⇤ Q
@ q̇
n
i
⇤
⌃0 = (q , pi ) 2 T Q '↵ (q, p) = 0 , ↵ = 1, . . . , N

K

o

⇢ T ⇤Q ,

(2.30)

the latter is called the primary constraint submanifold. Note that the Legendre transform
still has the property that
d(pi q̇ i

L) = q̇ i dpi + pi dq̇ i

@L i
dq
@q i

@L i
dq̇ = q̇ i dpi
@ q̇ i

@L i
dq ,
@q i

(2.31)

i.e., q i and pi are the dynamical variables of the Hamiltonian formulation. However, the
Hamiltonian now is not unique due to the presence of the constraints (2.29). Indeed, any
function f 2 F(T Q), when we try to express it in terms of phase-space variables, will
appear as a function of the (N + K) independent variables (the N configuration variables
and the K independent momenta) as well as the (N K) unsolved velocities. Therefore,
there is some freedom in the functional form in virtue of the choice of the unsolved velocities
and the independent momenta. In particular, even if the canonical Hamiltonian defined as
the Legendre transform of the Lagrangian restricted to the primary constraint surface ⌃0
H0 := H(q, p)

⌃0

= pi q̇ i

L(q, p)

⌃0

(s.t. (F L)⇤ H0 = EL )

(2.32)

does not depend on the (unsolved) velocities and so it can be considered as a function only
of the q’s and p’s, any total Hamiltonian obtained by adding to it a linear combination of
the primary constraints
H T = H 0 + u ↵ '↵ ,
(2.33)
would be on the same footing. The coeﬃcients u↵ are to be treated as Lagrange multipliers and are arbitrary functions of time (as well as of q and p). The inclusion of the
primary constraints in the Hamiltonian makes the Legendre transformation invertible. The
Hamiltonian EOMs obtained from (2.33) reads as
(
↵ @'↵
0
q̇ i = @H
@pi + u @pi
(2.34)
↵
0
ṗi = @H
u↵ @'
@q i
@q i
so that the time derivative of a generic phase space function f (q, p) is now given by its
Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian (2.33)
f˙ = {t, HT } = {f, H0 } + u↵ {f, '↵ } + {f, u↵ }'↵ = {f, H0 } + u↵ {f, '↵ } .

(2.35)

Note that the constraints must be imposed only after Poisson brackets are computed. Following Dirac [9, 10], the latter property is usually denoted by a so-called weak equality ⇡,
which is an equality modulo the constraints, i.e. equality on the constraint hypersurface,
and can be used only after all Poisson brackets have been evaluated.
In this sense, the (primary) constraint equations are understood as '↵ (q, p) ⇡ 0, but
{'↵ , f } 6⇡ 0 in general, so that we have the following generalised EOM
f˙ = {t, HT } ⇡ {f, H0 } + u↵ {f, '↵ } .
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(2.36)

Remark 1. The standard Poisson brackets (2.22) on P yield {q i , pj } = ji , {q i , q j } =
{pi , pj } = 0 which can be geometrically described in terms of a Poisson bivector field (i.e.
a (2,0)-type skewsymmetric tensor) ⇤ such that
{f, g} = !(Xf , Xg ) = ⇤(df, dg) 8f, g 2 F(P)

,

⇤=

ij

@
@
^
.
@qi @pj

(2.37)

Unlike diﬀerential forms which can be pulled-back to a submanifold, a (multi-)vector field
cannot be “restricted” to a submanifold. From this point of view, the idea of Dirac can
essentially be embodied in the statement: “if we cannot restrict the vector, then we enlarge
the functions”. This is achieved by the introduction of a new Hamiltonian function (2.33)
which “enlarges” the original Hamiltonian H0 by additional terms taking into account the
primary constraints which are zero on the (sub)manifold ⌃0 .
It should be stressed that (2.34) is the initial form of the Hamiltonian phase-space EOMs.
To arrive at their final form, the theory proceeds with a step-by-step consistency analysis
of constraints. Indeed, consistency of the constraints with Hamiltonian evolution implies
the following stability conditions
!

0 ⇡ '˙ ↵ = {'↵ , HT } ⇡ {'↵ , H0 } + u {'↵ , ' } ,

(2.38)

which geometrically amount to the requirement of dynamics to be tangent to the primary
constraint surface and not carrying out of it, the latter as such remains stable under time
evolution. Such consistency conditions can lead to the following four possibilities:
1) the conditions (2.38) are trivially satisfied (e.g. 0 = 0), in which case the procedure
ends here, all the u remain undetermined, and Eqs. (2.34) are the final form of the
EOMs. Obviously, to look for solutions of such equations as the trajectories of the
dynamics in ⌃0 , we have to choose or to specify the unknown functions u in some
way (gauge fixing);
2) the conditions (2.38) are never satisfied and the theory is inconsistent (non physical
pathological examples)9 ;
3) the conditions (2.38) impose restrictions on the u’s;
4) the conditions (2.38) lead to relations that are independent of the u’s thus yielding new
constraints, say m (q, p) ⇡ 0. The new constraints generated in this way are called
secondary constraints 10 and will in turn lead to new consistency conditions. The
9

As an ad hoc example, consider Lagrangians of the form L(q, q̇) = Aq+B q̇, for some constants A, B 6= 0.
2
As can be checked by direct computation, such Lagrangians are degenerate @@qL
2 = 0 and the canonical
momentum p = @L
yields the primary constraint ' = p B ⇡ 0. The total Hamiltonian is given by
@ q̇
HT = H0 + u(p B), with H0 = pq̇ L = (p B)q̇ Aq, and the constraint is not preserved by the
dynamics as '˙ ⇡ {', HT } ⇡ A{q, p} = A 6= 0. The problem with such a Lagrangian is that it is not
bounded, i.e., the associated action admits no extremal points thus resulting into inconsistent EOMs (EL
equations 0 = A 6= 0).
10
Note that for secondary constraints, one uses the EOMs, as opposed to primary constraints which
instead are kinematical relations arising from the definition of the canonical momenta.
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consistency algorithm outlined above must then be iterated until new constraints
(tertiary, and so on) or restrictions on the u’s can no longer be generated (or the
theory is inconsistent).
At each step of the analysis we restrict more and more the physically accessible region
of the phase-space and so the algorithm generates the following sequence of embedded
(sub)manifolds:
P

step 0

! ⌃0

step 1

(2.39)

! ⌃1 ! · · · ! ⌃f ⌘ ⌃ ,

where the final constraint submanifold ⌃f ⌘ ⌃ is determined by all the constraints, i.e.
assuming that at the end of the Dirac’s algorithm we get M new constraints
m (q, p)

⇡0

,

(2.40)

m = 1, . . . , M

and denoting the set of all constraints (primary, secondary, and so on) { 1 , . . . , N K+M } =
{'1 , . . . , 'N K , 1 , . . . , M } with a uniform notation j ⇡ 0, j = 1, . . . , J = N K + M ,
we have
n
o
⌃ = (q, p) 2 P
K + M ⇢ · · · ⇢ ⌃0 ⇢ P . (2.41)
j (q, p) ⇡ 0 , j = 1, . . . , J = N

The consistency conditions between the constraints lead to restrictions on the Lagrange
multipliers u. In fact, we have the following inhomogeneous linear system
˙ j ⇡ { j , H0 } + uk { j ,

k}

(2.42)

⇡0

of J equations for the K  J unknowns uk . Provided the system is compatible (otherwise
the dynamics would be inconsistent), the solution is given by uk = U k + V k , where U k is a
particular solution of the inhomogeneous system and V k represents the general solution of
the associated homogeneous system V k { j , k } ⇡ 0. This is expressed as a linear combination of linearly independent solutions V k = v a Vak , a = 1, . . . , A = J r, where r is the rank
of the homogeneous system assumed to be constant all over the constraint hypersurface.
Thus, the general solution of (2.42) reads as
uk ⇡ U k + v a Vak ,

(2.43)

which can be inserted into (2.33) yielding the total Hamiltonian
HT = H 0 + v a

a

with

H 0 = H0 + U k

k

,

a

= Vak

k

(2.44)

whose terms respectively include the contributions to uk coming from the consistency conditions and those that instead remain arbitrary (the remaining A arbitrary functions v a ).
2.2.2

Gauge Ambiguity of Dynamics: Presymplectic Structure

Another classification of constraints, that is physically more important than the one in
primary and secondary constraints, is that of first and second class constraints according
to the following definition:
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First and second class function
A phase space function f 2 F(P) is said to be first class if it has (at least weakly)
vanishing Poisson bracket with all constraints, i.e. {f, j } ⇡ 0 8j. Otherwise, the
function is called second class.
All the a above are primary first class constraints by their definition. HT is first class by
the consistency requirement of all constraints to be preserved in time, hence by linearity H 0
in Eq. (2.44) is first class as well. The Poisson bracket of two first class constraints is also
first class and it is thus strongly equal to a linear combination of first class constraints, say
{ i,

j}

k
= Cij

k

(2.45)

.

This shows that first class constraints close an algebra. The latter is not necessarily a Lie
k might a priori be phase space functions and not necessarily
algebra since the coeﬃcients Cij
constants (structure functions rather then structure constants). This is for instance the case
of canonical general relativity [15–17].
The importance of first class constraints lies in the fact that first class primary constraints
can be identified with the generators of infinitesimal gauge transformations11 , i.e. they
change the canonical variables q, p but do not change the physical state of the system as
reflected by the ambiguity left in the final form of the dynamics encoded in the unknown
v a in HT . To show this, let us consider a phase space function f and its variation f along
the infinitesimal evolution generated by HT in (2.44) from t to t + t given by (neglecting
O( t2 ) terms)
f ( t) = f0 + f˙ t = f0 + {f, HT } t ⇡ f0 + {f, H 0 } t + v a {f, a } t ,
|
{z
} |
{z
}
unique

)

diﬀerence in evolution

f=

a

t v {f,

a}

arbitrary

a

=: ✏ {f,

a}

⌘

✏f

.

(2.46)

The ambiguity is thus generated by the combinations ✏a a with coeﬃcients ✏a being entirely
arbitrary, and states related by such transformation correspond to the same physical state.
Dirac conjectured that all first class constraints (not only primary ones) are generators of
gauge transformations12 . It is thus possible to define an extended Hamiltonian HE given
by H 0 plus an arbitrary combination of all first class constraints
HE = H 0 +

a

a

,

(2.47)

with the index a running over a complete set of first class constraints, collectively denoted by
a . Strictly speaking, only the total Hamiltonian HT follows directly from the Lagrangian.
11

Second class constraints deserve a separate discussion and require the introduction of a new mathematical object, known as the Dirac bracket. Since in these lectures we will be dealing only with first class
constraints, we will not discuss this topic here and refer the interested reader to the references given above.
12
The status of such a conjecture is still disputed. A proof exists under simplifying regularity conditions
that are generically satisfied (see Sec. 3.3.2 of [10]). It is however possible to construct counterexamples,
but these are pathological (see e.g. [10]). The conjecture holds true for all physically relevant systems that
have been studied so far. Moreover, in the quantisation of constrained systems all first class constraints are
treated on equal footing.
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Indeed, as discussed for instance in Ch. 3 of [10], the claim “(all) first-class constraints
generate gauge transformations” refers to the extended action
Z
i
a
a
SE [q , pi , ] = dt pi q̇ i H0
(2.48)
a ,
with the a first-class constraints and a the Lagrange multipliers enforcing them. Solutions to the EOMs are tuples (q(t), p(t), (t)), and symmetries act on all these dynamical
variables. The extended action (2.48) is invariant under the infinitesimal local transformation ✏ f = ✏a {f, a }, for any f (q, p) 2 F(P), only if the Lagrange multipliers are let
a b ✏c , where { , } = C a
to transfrorm as ✏ a = ✏˙a + Cbc
b c
bc a . Such a set of symmetries
reduces to the symmetries of the non-extended canonical action
Z
SC [q i , pi , ¯ a ] = dt pi q̇ i H0 ¯ a a ,
(2.49)
where now the ¯ only refer to the primary constraints, only after imposing the gauge condition k = 0 for all non-primary k . It is the symmetries of the canonical action, not of the
extended action, that directly translate to symmetries of the original Lagrangian action.
The residual gauge symmetries of this action are those that preserve the conditions k = 0
for the non-primaries and are in general generated by a specific subset of combinations of the
first-class constraints that some references refer to as the gauge generator(s). The extended
Hamiltonian HE introduces more arbitrary functions of time, but its definition is more
natural from the canonical point of view, since it allows to treat all of the gauge generators
on the same footing. The dynamics generated by the three Hamiltonian functions H 0 , HT
and HE are are the same up to gauge transformations and as such are physically equivalent.
To be more precise about the above gauge ambiguity of constrained dynamics, let us go back
to the geometric description developed in the previous sections. As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the
regularity condition of the Lagrangian is equivalent to the closed 2-forms !L on T Q and !
on T ⇤ Q to be non dengenerate (hence symplectic). Therefore, the EOMs ◆XH ! = dH admit
as solution a unique vector field XH and there is a one-to-one correspondence between phase
space points and physical states of the system. In the case of non-regular Lagrangians, the
2-form is instead degenerate, that is it has a non-trivial kernel and is thus a pre-symplectic
structure. In fact, let us first prove the following claim:
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the element of ker !0 (recall !0 is s.t.
(F L)⇤ !0 = !L ) and first-class combinations of primary constraints.
@2L
and solving the
@ q̇ i @ q̇ j
↵
velocities q̇ (↵ = 1, . . . , K) in

Proof. Denoting by K < N = dim Q the rank of the Hessian matrix

first K equations of the system pi = @@L
(i = 1, . . . , N ) for the
q̇ i
terms of q 1 , . . . , q n , p1 , ..., pK and the remaining unknown velocities p⇢ , ⇢ = K + 1, . . . , N 13 .
13

We assume with no loss of generality that the first K rows and columns of the Hessian matrix identify
a maximal nonsingular submatrix.
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In other words, there are N + K independent variables q i , p↵ on the submanifold ⌃0 ⇢ T ⇤ Q
which is defined by N K primary constraints of generic form
'⇢ (q, p) = p⇢

f⇢ (q i , p↵ ) ⇡ 0 ,

⇢ = K + 1, . . . , N

which express the remaining dependent momenta pK+1 , . . . , pN as functions of the independent q i , p↵ . The 2-form !0 on the primary constraint submanifold ⌃0 (where '⇢ ⇡ 0)
can be explicitly deduced from the 2-form ! on the full phase space P = T ⇤ Q as
! = dp↵ ^ dq ↵ + dp⇢ ^ dq ⇢ ,

)

!0 = ı⇤ !

ı

(with ⌃0 ,! P the embedding map of ⌃0 into P)
@f⇢
@f⇢
= dp↵ ^ dq ↵ + df⇢ ^ dq ⇢ = dp↵ ^ dq ↵ + j dq j ^ dq ⇢ +
dp↵ ^ dq ⇢ .
@q
@p↵

Given then a vector field X 2 X(⌃0 ), say
X = Xj

@
@
+ X↵
j
@q
@p↵

we have

◆X !0 = 0 (X 2 ker !0 )

8
↵
⇢ @f⇢
>
>
<X = X @p↵
@f
X↵ = X ⇢ @q↵⇢
⇣
>
>
:X @f⇢ + X ⇢ @f⇢
↵ @p↵
@q

)

@f
@q ⇢

⌘

from which, substituting the fist two equations into the third, we find the condition
0 = ({f⇢ , f } + {f , p⇢ }

{f⇢ , p }) X = {'⇢ , ' }X

(on ⌃0 ) .

where in the last equality we used the linearity of the PB. This shows that the elements of
ker !0 are uniquely associated with first-class combinations X ' of primary constraints.
Going then through the Dirac procedure discussed in the previous section, we end up with
ıf

the 2-form !f on the final constraint submanifold ⌃f (!f = ı⇤f ! with ⌃f ,! P) and the
associated final form of the EOMs generated by HT or HE , say
◆XT ! = dHT

or

◆XE ! = dHE

(2.50)

would not identify just one solution but a family of solutions which diﬀer from each other
by a vector field that is in the kernel of !f 14 . This means that if we now start with any
initial condition in ⌃f , then we can evolve along the flow of any of these vector fields.
The evolution is thus not deterministic as we can find a solution starting at a given initial
condition with any of the vector fields solving Eqs. (2.50), i.e., up to a vector field in the
kernel. Therefore, all these vector fields represent the same evolution and we can put them
14

This is the same thing we discussed in less geometric terms about the diﬀerential equation (2.42), the
solutions of the complete equation diﬀering by a solution of the homegeneous one
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into an equivalence class [Xf ]. All such vector fields correspond to diﬀerent gauges and are
all equivalent form the point of view of the Physics.
Thus, in the case of constrained system, there is no one-to-one correspondence between
points on the constraint surface and physical states because physical states have to be
interpreted as equivalence classes of points on the constraint surface. To see this, let us
first recall that the stability requirement ˙ a ⇡ 0 amounts to say that the Hamiltonian
vector fields X a associated to first-class constraints (◆X a ! = d a ) ◆X a !f = 0) generate
curves which remain on the constraint surface. These curves are called gauge orbits and
the vector fields X a are tangent to them. Moreover, since first class constraints (weakly)
Poisson-commute not only with the Hamiltonian but also among themselves, the vector
fields X a form an involutive distribution (the X ’s are closed under Lie bracket15 ) so
that, by Frobenius theorem, these vector fields generate at each point of the constraint
submanifold a hypersurface called a gauge leaf whose dimension is equal to the number of
first-class constraints. In other words, the constraints surface ⌃f embedded in P = T ⇤ Q is
foliated by the gauge leaves as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.
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a

⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="1jIeZTAUE84rjSfXMqF92PK0yAg=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRAkQViYYyCPKQEis6XzbhlPP5dLcGRVY+gRYqOkTL91DwL9jGBSRMNZrZ1c5OoKWw6LqfTmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61bRQbDi0eych0A2ZBCgUtFCihqw2wMJDQCSZXmd95AGNFpO5wqsEP2ViJkeAMU+m2r8WgWnPrbg66SLyC1EiB5qD61R9GPA5BIZfM2p7navQTZlBwCbNKP7agGZ+wMfRSqlgI1k/yqDN6FFuGEdVgqJA0F+H3RsJCa6dhkE6GDO/tvJeJ/3m9GEcXfiKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAOgQ2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNNSKmkf3vz3i6R9UvfO6t7Naa1xWTRTJgfkkBwTj5yTBrkmTdIinIzJE3kmL86j8+q8Oe8/oyWn2Nknf+B8fAP3w5JQ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="95MqE3BwSlMJrdeaqWYHJj21kEE=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAYhgoRdERVPAS8eI5oHJCH0TjpxyMzuMtMrhJAP8Cu86smbePUzPPgv7sYcNLFORVU3XV1+pKQl1/10MkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9k5+d69uw9gIrIlQhabpg0UlA6yRJIXNyCBoX2HDH16lfuMBjZVhcEejCDsaBoHsSwGUSN18odS+lQMN3f5xO9Q4SMhRN190y+4UfJF4M1JkM1S7+a92LxSxxoCEAmtbnhtRZwyGpFA4ybVjixGIIQywldAANNrOeBp+wg9jCxTyCA2Xik9F/L0xBm3tSPvJpAa6t/NeKv7ntWLqX3TGMohiwkCkh0gqnB6ywsikFeQ9aZAI0uTIZcAFGCBCIzkIkYhxUlMu6cOb/36R1E/K3lnZuzktVi5nzWTZPjtgJeaxc1Zh16zKakywEXtiz+zFeXRenTfn/Wc048x2CuwPnI9vlZuYpQ==</latexit>

(⌃f , !f )
<latexit sha1_base64="Ep4pdArXhoxBvAfElIX9lcpjSoY=">AAACFXicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmlZhgQ+6MUUoSG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs7V1254zkQu1P8FfYamVnbK0t/C8eSKHgq17em8nMe36kpCXX/XQyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r27D2AisiVCFpumDRSU11kiSwmZkEAJfYcMfXk78xh0aK0N9Q6MIOwEMtOxLAZRK3fxhm/CekmJfalAnXITakgGpidvY9EHguJsvuCV3Cr5IvBkpsBmq3fxXuxeKOEBNQoG1Lc+NqJOAISkUjnPt2GIEYggDbKVUQ4C2k0yjjPlxbIFCHqHhUvGpiL83EgisHQV+OhkA3dp5byL+57Vi6pc7idRRTKjF5BBJhdNDVhiZdoS8Jw0SweRz5FJzAQaI0EgOQqRinJaWS/vw5tMvkvppyTsveddnhUp51kyWHbAjVmQeu2AVdsWqrMYEe2BP7Jm9OI/Oq/PmvP+MZpzZzj77A+fjG8jTn1g=</latexit>

(final) constraint surface

(Pphys = ⌃f / ⇠, !phys )
<latexit sha1_base64="BtPHyg5JnSbL+S8qHpgXT2PnsY8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pOlg/xrJM7hcV13O6jf4uIPSzfg=">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</latexit>

⌃f = {(q, p) 2 P |

a (q, p)

⇡ 0} ⇢ P

physical phase space
<latexit sha1_base64="ClYCVmwk8EAzsl41yBwjnNd+Trg=">AAACD3icbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCLWkmEhMrsmuMUpLYWGIijwQ2ZHa4wITZ3cnMXSPZUPgJfoWtVnbG1k+w8F+cXSkUPNXJOfd5AiWFQdf9dFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhy8SJ5tDksYx1J2AGpIigiQIldJQGFgYS2sHkKvPbd6CNiKNbnCrwQzaKxFBwhlbql8o9hHtM1XhqrCapGtth1CjGYdYvVdyqm4MuE29OKmSORr/01RvEPAkhQi6ZMV3PVeinTKPgEmbFXmLATp6wEXQtjVgIxk/zJ2b0JDEMY6pAUyFpLsLvjpSFxkzDwFaGDMdm0cvE/7xugsOan4pIJQgRzxahkJAvMlwLmw7QgdCAyLLLgYqIcqYZImhBGedWTGxcRZuHt/j9MmmdVb2LqndzXqnX5skUSJkck1PikUtSJ9ekQZqEkwfyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvtP6Yoz7zkif+B8fAN3zZ0N</latexit>

Figure 2. Constraint submanifold ⌃f ⇢ P foliated by gauge leaves (red) spanned at each point
by the Hamiltonian vector fields X a associated with the first-class constraints a (we assume there
are no second-class constraints as e.g. is the case for Yang-Mills gauge theories or gravity). Points
in phisycal phase space are identified with equivalence classes of points belonging to the same gauge
leaf, that is points on the constraint surface related to each other by gauge transformations.

The constraints surface can be thus organised into equivalence classes by identifying all the
points that lie on a gauge leaf, thus suggesting us the following physical interpretation:
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For any two vector fields X, Y 2 ker !f (i.e. ◆X !f = ◆Y !f = 0), [X, Y ] will also be in ker !f . Indeed,
using Cartan’s identity and the closure of !f , we have LX !f = LY !f = 0, hence 0 = LY (◆X !f ) = ◆[X,Y ] !f .
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Physical phase space
There is a one-to-one correspondence between gauge leaves and physical states of the
theory or equivalently, the physical phase space of the system Pphys is given by the
space of such equivalence classes, i.e. by the quotient:
Pphys = ⌃f / ⇠

physical phase space =

constraint surface
gauge transformations

(2.51)

The physical phase space Pphys comes to be equipped with a symplectic structure
!phys defined by
!phys (X, Y ) := !f (X̃, Ỹ ) X, Y 2 X(Pphys ) s.t. X = ⇡⇤ X̃, Y = ⇡⇤ Ỹ , X̃, Ỹ 2 X(⌃f ) ,
(2.52)
where ⇡ : ⌃f ! Pphys is the map that sends each point in ⌃f to its G-orbit.
Note that, starting from P, pairs of canonically conjugate d.o.f. are removed by
each first-class constraint: one via the algebraic restriction imposed by the equation
a ⇡ 0, and another one by the quotient w.r.t. gauge transformations. This is
geometrically known as symplectic reduction and often denoted by a double quotient
notation as Pphys = P//G, with G the gauge group (cfr. Fig. 2).
Finally, since a physical observable O is a function on the phase space of the system which
takes a definite value when the system is into a definite physical state, it follows that O
has to take the same value at all the points on a given gauge leaf. In other words, only
those phase space functions which Poisson-commute (at least weakly) with all first class
constraints have a gauge-invariant physical meaning according to the following definition:

Dirac observables
A phase space function O 2 F(P) is called a Dirac observable if it Poisson-commutes
weakly with all first class constraints, i.e.
LX a O = {O,

a}

⇡0 8a.

(2.53)

Dirac observables are thus the only phase space functions surviving after symplectic reduction and as such they parametrise the physical phase space of the system. In particular,
recalling that at the end of the constraint analysis the undetermined multipliers in the
Hamiltonian multiply first-class constraints (cfr. Eqs. (2.46), (2.47)), the condition (2.53)
implies that the dynamical evolution of an observable does not depend on the arbitrary multipliers. In other words, unlike non-gauge invariant functions whose dynamics depend on
the unknown multipliers, the theory is deterministc as long as we consider Dirac observables.
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Summary: constrained systems and gauge symmetry
• singular Lagrangian, not all velocities can be solved for the momenta, Legendre
transform leads onto primary constraints submanifold in phase space
• stability of constraints under evolution may lead to further constraints, consistency analysis progressively reduces the physically accessible region
• first-class constraints generate gauge transformations, the latters being associated with the flow of null directions of the presymplectic structure
• physical phase space identified with space of equivalence classes of points on
the constraint surface lying on the same gauge leaf
• physical information encoded in gauge-invariant Dirac observables
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